Abstract
When comparing how younger and older internet users search for information, young people often impress by operating Web applications quickly and effortlessly. However, information literacy is not only a question of speed; it is highly dependent on cognitive abilities such as monitoring and regulating the search process. To avoid a general deficiency perspective on older Web users, this study goes beyond the results of Web searching to focus on individual approaches to information problem solving. We conducted ten guided interviews based on two different search tasks the participants (aged 16-77) worked on while thinking aloud. Applying a qualitative content analysis approach, we find that younger participants (aged 16-26) use more productive strategies to collect information, but observed no age-related differences in completing a complex task. The strong task dependence of our results underlines the necessity of teaching regulative search techniques that are suitable for solving unstructured everyday problems in order to ensure that all users can make the most of today’s rich but unstructured information environment.

Informationskompetenz ist keine Frage der Schnelligkeit. Analyse kognitiver Strategien bei der Websuche im Altersvergleich

Zusammefassung
Jüngere Internetnutzer beeindrucken oft durch ihren schnellen und mühelosen Umgang mit Webanwendungen. Informationskompetenz ist jedoch nicht alleine eine Frage der Geschwindigkeit, sondern von kognitiven Fähigkeiten abhängig, die dem Überwachen des Suchprozesses dienen. Um eine vorschnelle Defizitperspektive auf ältere Webnutzer zu vermeiden, bezieht die vorliegende Studie die individuellen Ansätze zum Lösen von Informationsproblemen mit Hilfe des Webs in die Erfassung der Informationskompetenz mit ein. Die Datenbasis bilden zehn leitfadengestützte Interviews mit Teilnehmerinnen und Teilnehmern zwischen 16 und 77 Jahren, in die jeweils zwei praktische Recherchephase am Computer integriert waren. Während dieser Recherchen kommentierten die Teilneh-

Information Literacy in the Current Media Environment
Today’s media environment is characterized by an overabundance of information. The World Wide Web has a decentralized structure: relevant information has to be localized in an unmanageable amount of resources (van Dijk and van Deursen 2014). The greatest challenges associated with searching for information on the Web are thus (1) evaluating new information in a results-oriented way and (2) integrating these findings into the next search. From a process perspective, information literacy therefore represents a problem-solving ability, in which regulation of the search progress decisively determines whether (and to what end) the searcher can reach his or her objectives (Brand-Gruwel and Stadtler 2011). Therefore, in the current omnipresent, dynamic and dispersed information environment, information literacy should not be considered only a normatively founded, list-like standard (Shenton and Hay-Gibson 2011); it should instead be conceptualized as a regulative competence suitable for everyday use that enables people to benefit from the wealth of available information. This study therefore focuses on how effectively people can shape their search processes in a self-reliant and goal-oriented way.

Media and Information Literacy
Media literacy comprises the dimensions of knowledge, evaluation and action (Schorb 2005); knowledge is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition (Riesmeyer, Pfaff-Rüdiger, and Kümpel 2016). The crucial question of how individuals translate knowledge into action can be addressed in different ways. We assume that media literacy manifests itself in the course of searching. This suggests the need to use a process perspective to reconstruct this translation into knowledge on a micro level (similar to Wirth et al. 2009; Schweiger 2010). Furthermore, it points to the necessity to develop a cognitive media literacy theory (Potter 2004): Conceptualizing media literacy as static knowledge often overlooks the considerable influence that information itself can have on searching. Information here refers to anything one encounters that is perceived as useful – regardless of whether it is complete or factually accurate. The influence of the information itself points to the evolving nature of Web
searching as exemplified in Bates' (1989) «berrypicking model». We hence define information literacy rather broadly as the ability to access, evaluate and use information (ALA 1989). Information-literate users are able to solve an information problem using the Web, which means they can use the unstructured Web environment in a goal-oriented, effective way. For this purpose, they have to develop meta-cognitive, top-down oriented skills like a strong process orientation (Brand-Gruwel et al. 2009), but they should also be able to benefit flexibly from information they encounter inadvertently. Although rather similar at first glance, information literacy differs from common notions of media literacy as it focuses on the act of searching (Bruce 2016). This narrow definition enables us to focus more on interactions with the information system – to analyze information literacy not as solely technical expertise, but as the interplay between cognitions and actions within a given technical infrastructure.

**Search Strategies**

To analyze information literacy from a process perspective, it is necessary to consider the evolving, dynamic aspects of Web searching. Bates' (1979) definition of «strategies» conceptualizes their overarching function in terms of a superordinate plan while also considering smaller, visible units of action – the «tactics» more aligned with short-term goals. Keeping this differentiation in mind, previous studies often referred to «search strategies» as research objects, but still analyzed them as a function of single actions. Only a small number of studies have investigated the cognitive dimensions of search strategies (Tsai 2009). This approach reduces strategies that involve more than single actions to simple decisions (e.g. using a search engine vs. entering an URL). Thus, little attention is paid to how these single steps integrate into the overall search process. In other words, applying the concept of «tactics» and «strategies» enables us to analyze actions with regard to their overarching function. Doing so can shed light on information literacy as a goal-oriented, processual, and regulative ability.

**The Younger, the More Literate in Searching the Web?**

Early studies on the Web as an information medium compared the search skills of different age groups and generally found that younger users perform better (for an overview, see Laberge and Scialfa 2005). Laberge and Scialfa (2005) found, for example, that older people take longer to find relevant information, which they attribute to age-related differences in memory performance, processing speed and spatial perception. However, this age effect does not remain significant if topic-specific knowledge and Web experience are included as control variables.
The assumption that older Internet users are less capable (Hargittai 2010) persists despite contradictory findings. Van Deursen, van Dijk, and Peters (2011), for example, demonstrate that although higher age and technical-related skills are negatively associated, they find a positive correlation between age and content-related Internet skills (van Deursen, van Dijk, and Peters 2011). Nevertheless, age has a negative net effect on Internet skills: technical skills outweigh content-related skills. By contrast, open analyses of individual search behavior clearly reveal differences depending on the age group, but these differences do not always manifest as deficits. For example, older people are more structured in their search for information, but this involves spending more time selecting suitable search terms and evaluating search engine results pages (SERP). Younger people are more likely to switch between different sites, are more impulsive in their selection, and make more mistakes (Youmans et al. 2013). For complex tasks, older people may even have an advantage because they can refer to their crystallized knowledge (Karanam and van Oostendorp 2016).

Assessing information literacy by age group should therefore not be restricted to technology-related skills. There is reason to assume that an open, unprejudiced analysis of individual search behavior can generate new insights about factors of successful searching independent of age, as well as deficits in the actions of younger users. This approach to studying search behavior can contribute to intergenerational exchanges on good searching practices. Leaving some restrictions that are indeed caused by physical age aside, such as decreasing vision (Dinet and Vivi 2009), factors other than Internet experience can cause age-based differences in search behavior.

Research Interest
Looking at younger adults operating Web applications effortlessly, it is tempting to view «digital natives» as generally superior to older users (Hargittai 2010). Yet as mentioned above, recent findings call this assumption into question. Van Deursen, van Dijk, and Peters (2011), for example, show that older people are more experienced at selecting, evaluating and strategically using information. People also develop mental representations of the Web, which in turn influence their search strategies (Youmans et al. 2013). For example, older users seem to be less digitally literate when using search engines. But this is not due to general deficiencies; instead, it is because their preferred way of interacting with the Web, and thus their mental model, does not fit the technical design of the Internet (Youmans et al. 2013). Since prior studies have often overlooked the complex cognitive demands necessary to conduct a proper Web search (Brand-Gruwel and Stadtler 2011), this paper compares the cognitive strategies that younger and older Internet users employ during active and intentional information seeking (RQ1) by reconstructing their overall approaches to Web searching (RQ2).
Study Design
As information search strategies are highly dependent on personal and situational characteristics, we expect our analysis of the Web search process to reveal a large variety that a standardized design can hardly capture. Therefore, we developed a qualitative, process-oriented approach to reconstructing the individual differences to searching (Strauss and Corbin 2010). The method uses semi-standardized interviews, during which the participants solved two different Internet-based tasks on a desktop computer while thinking aloud (Fig. 1).

Capturing Web Searching
To address the criticism that information literacy is often analyzed on the level of physical interactions only (Litt 2013), we based our study on data triangulation (Flick 2011). Combining screen activity and verbal expressions allows us to analyze the same process from different perspectives (actions and cognitions). We used a screen capturing software Camtasia Studio to save all interactions with the computer. To capture cognitions, we invited the participants to verbalize everything they were thinking, perceiving, and feeling while searching the Web, which were audio recorded.

Since observational data alone do not reveal user intention (Meyen 2011), thinking aloud is a common technique to complement screen data in the context of media usage (Erlhofer 2007). Yet there are two main limitations of this approach. First, it is nearly impossible to speak aloud everything that comes to mind, as an individual may be thinking of more than one thing at a time, and thoughts may be fleeting before they are captured (Weidle and Wagner 1994). Second, it is demanding to search the Web and reflect upon it at the same time. Participants might stop speaking aloud or even worse, their reflection on their search behavior might influence their actions (reactivity). We addressed these potential problems by reminding our participants to speak aloud, but only when they were silent. For example, interviewers asked «um-humm?» or «What are you doing now?» (Olmsted-Hawala et al. 2010). The interviewers thus avoided asking about reasons for taking certain actions during Web searching, and tried to evoke level-1 and level-2 verbalizations only (Ericsson and Simon 1993). However, they took notes to ask for explanations in the subsequent
interviews. We were also able to contextualize the verbal protocols by matching them with the screen data. Additionally, the entrance interviews were used to create an open, non-judgmental environment with the aim of reducing social desirability bias. Despite these concerns, thinking aloud is the only way to reveal at least some aspects of cognition.

**Search Tasks as Stimuli**

User motivation and the characteristics of a given task have a profound influence on Web searching (Erlhofer 2007). As it is nearly impossible to generate the necessary «real» information in an artificial lab setting (Meyen 2011), the search tasks should at least be generally interesting to the users in order to encourage a minimum level of involvement. We therefore decided to ensure a general interest in the topic, and aligned our sampling strategy to this main criterion. The search tasks (see Table 1) are both related to organic nutrition: a simple «collecting and evaluating» task (Wirth et al. 2016) and a complex task simulating a very specific, abstract information need that cannot be fulfilled by relying on one or two sources (Erlhofer 2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Read up on the advantages of organic food in terms of environmental issues and save your results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>The production of food causes CO$_2$ emissions depending on the method of production. It makes a difference whether food is produced in conventional or organic farming. Taking Germany as an example, there is a certain per capita consumption of potatoes per year that has to be cultivated. Imagine, we are in the year 2020: How much CO$_2$ emissions (in grams) could be saved in Germany if the quantity of potatoes Germans consume per year were cultivated from now on exclusively using organic farming?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tab. 1.** Wording of Search Tasks.

The simple task is designed to represent a more everyday information need. For everyday purposes, it seems sufficient to get a basic overview of a topic and it is less problematic if this overview builds upon vague or inaccurate information. The complex task involves determining and combining detailed aspects. This requires a high degree of cognitive reflection, either in order to remember sources that provide such detailed information or to sufficiently specify a search query to locate the information. This task is challenging and not typical of everyday searching. However, as it requires a significant amount of cognitive reflection, we designed this task to investigate how pre-planned and structured people approach searching for specific information using the Web.
**Sampling**

We used a qualitative sampling plan to generate a sample with maximal variance in age and homogeneity in possible influential factors (formal education, gender, former Internet experience, topical interest) (Kelle and Kluge 2010). Subjects were recruited through personal and professional connections, an advertisement in a social health insurance member’s journal and via a special educational facility for elderly people in Dresden. In total, we recruited ten participants between 16 and 77 years. Data collection took place between May and July 2014 in the premises of TU Dresden.

**Data Analysis**

**Data Preparation**

The interviews, including the thinking aloud parts, were transcribed using standard spelling, not correcting for filler words or short pauses. The screen interactions, captured as video data, were then put into writing. Using the MAXQDA video coding function, we first structured the video data by defining search phases derived from the literature. Second, we verbalized all visible actions. Based on the search phase structure, we were able to match the thinking aloud protocols with the verbalized actions. The resulting «flow charts» for each search process function as our main source for data analysis (see Table 2 for an example). Our final data base comprises ten transcribed interviews and 18 corresponding flow charts (eight based on the simple, ten based on the complex task due to two faulty data files).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Time (in sec.)</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Thinking Aloud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Query: «per-capita potato consumption»</td>
<td>So, I’m just googling potatoes. That is what I need. Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERP</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>Google SERP</td>
<td>Selects 1st result: «per-capita consumption of potatoes decreases in Germany»</td>
<td>… decreasing. Aha!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>wochenblatt.agrarheute.com/</td>
<td>Bavarian Agricultural Weekly Paper - «per-capita consumption of potatoes decreases in Germany»</td>
<td>[…] Now I’d like to have 7 kilos per, 11, let’s say 10, in 2010 there were 57g. Aha. Good quality as the reason. I’m still on this page, it’s named agrar.com. This is where I’ve found per-capita consumption. There is written – yes, I’ll take it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2.: Exemplary «Flow Chart» of Web Searching.
Qualitative Content Analysis

Based on these flow charts, we conducted a qualitative content analysis (Kuckartz 2012). The resulting coding system captures cognitive processes during Web searching as a function of screen activities: The coding system is mainly based on cognitions during Web searching, but also relies on behavioral data when indicated. For example, the evaluative category «level of reflection when entering a search term» is assigned to the level «no reflection» when the participant does not comment on the formulation of a search term that is thus only visible in terms of behavioral data. In a first cycle of coding, we applied eight deductively developed main categories. In a second cycle, we inductively differentiated these categories into subcategories by retrieving the occurrences of codes aligned with the respective main category. Each time a new subcategory was added, we reviewed all the text passages of the corresponding main category again. Seven subcategories revealed an evaluative character, leading to the formulation of nominal and ordinal code specifications (Kuckartz 2012). The final coding system was comprised of nine main categories and 26 subcategories.

Findings

Participants’ General Characteristics

According to our sampling strategy, the participants varied in age – ranging from two 16-year-old female high school students to two retired men over 70. All participants had above-average levels of formal education, and the older subjects all had a professional background related to technology. The older participants had less previous Internet usage, but they still worked with computers and used the Web for different purposes (see Appendix for a summary of the main sample characteristics). We refer to participants based on their gender and age: for example, «M57» refers to a male participant who is 57 years old.

Individual Approaches to Active and Intentional Web Searching (RQ1)

As stated in the theoretical introduction, search strategies represent the general approach to searching the Web. These strategies rely on smaller, physical and cognitive steps known as «tactics». We first present some of these tactics, using the structure of Web searching phases, to illustrate how participants approached this task.
Search Engine Use
Every search process entails the use of at least one search engine (e.g. Google or Ecosia) – but without any explicit cognitive reflection. F60 stated: «Most of the time, I’ll just enter what comes to mind. For me it is not mandatory [to think about it in advance]» (F60). The majority of search queries consisted of content-bearing terms like «organic food», «CO\textsubscript{2} emissions» or «potatoes». The search inputs differed systematically between the two tasks, as the average number of words per search query was higher for the complex task. The reason is not the use of more keywords but of sentence-like constructions similar to natural language: «saving CO\textsubscript{2} with organic food» (F16-2); «CO\textsubscript{2} emissions in the production of food» (F26); «CO\textsubscript{2} consumption in the cultivation of potatoes» (F65). This approach intends to generate results that precisely match the information problem. F16-1 stated that she always falls back on whole questions if she has «no idea of the topic» (F16-1). F16-2 hoped that her question had already been asked (F16-2) and that the exact answer could be found somewhere on the Web: «I hope then for a concrete result» (F16-2). Instead of reflecting on how to link search terms using Boolean operators, most participants learned that popular search engines also provide answers to questions formulated in natural language. In contrast, M77 used the «advanced Google search» option, searching for pages that «contain all these words»: «organic food, benefits, environment».

In the course of their searches, participants adapt and reformulate their queries. For the simple task, some tried to narrow their initial search query to increase the relevance of the results: «Organic food» > «advantages of organic food» (F26; similar F16-2, M21). M53, F60 («organic food»), and M77 («organic food, benefits, environment») did not change their initial search query during the process; they spent more time re-evaluating the first SERP instead of generating a new list. In the complex task, participants tended to reformulate their search queries (F16-1; F16-2; M21; M53; M57; M77), which is not surprising given the task’s different thematic dimensions.

SERP Evaluation
When retrieving the SERP for the first time, participants selected the top result. F16-2 perceived the other links to be «additional information», and F60 stated: «basically, I look at the first one […] Almost always». However, returning to the SERP in the course of searching, participants started considering the results further down and reflected on them with regard to their potential information: «I leave out the next one, because […] this only refers […] to taste. That’s why I want to select the link below, with the environmentally friendly and healthy [aspects]» (F16-2). M77 proceeded systematically but slowly, hovering the mouse pointer over each entry, reading the title and meta-description aloud before moving onto the next result.

During the SERP evaluation, the evaluative code «process orientation» covers statements in which a participant verbally relates his or her individual action to the
entire search process, revealing different degrees of reflection. While F60 broadly spoke of «looking further», M53 explicated, «I have to get some information about \( \text{CO}_2 \) emissions first». He also analyzed where the search currently threatened to fail and, like F26, excluded results that did not correspond to the information goal. M77 expressed concerns about «getting distracted» and losing sight of the target. Therefore, he recalled the task («What is my task? Record your results») and carefully evaluated the search result: «it fulfils everything I have written down».

**Content Site Reception**

After opening a page, the participants had to decide which part of the website they wanted to look at more closely (tactics for task-oriented reception). The evaluative coding scheme differentiates between rationales under explicit task reference vs. those based on more general criteria. A task-oriented reception assesses the fit of the content to the task: «That's pretty good, the page [because] there is a differentiation between conventional and ecological» (M21). Sometimes, the assessment was more implicit: «quantity --- emission --- ahhhh haaa! Over 200 grams \( \text{CO}_2 \) per kilogram» (M74). On the contrary, selection decisions without a task orientation referred more to presentation features like a Web page that looks «relatively well arranged» (F16-2). Trying to extract relevant content (tactics for information exploitation), some participants summarized the text either verbatim or very closely (M21, M53, F65). M53 demonstrated a problem-solving strategy based on previous knowledge («Good, then I go ahead with [extrapolating from] one person … say you multiply it by 85 million»). F65 made an assumption about how to interpret the found information in order to be able to make further search steps (F65). While extracting information from a content page, some participants also discovered that they did not understand certain aspects of the task: «What is actually – why should I actually imagine it is the year 2021?» (F26).

**What Do Tactics Reveal So Far?**

Participants developed very different ways of searching for information on the Web. In summary, we found that the use of a search engine initially involves relatively low cognitive reflection: Called the «strategy of least effort», the participants put little thought into formulating a suitable search query and simply chose the first result link. If the first search was not successful, participants then put in more mental effort to develop their query; here too the evaluation of the results is reflected rather than the initial query adapted («strategy of focused SERP»). These tactics reveal that participants increased their cognitive effort over the course of a search, so some only realized that they did not know what to look for after the initial results were displayed. The next section explains the function of these tactics for the entire search process.
Successful Web Searching and the Role of Age (RQ2)

The identified tactics make it possible to abstract the findings of single actions to general Web search strategies. This section focuses on our main findings: (a) a strategy specific to younger users, (b) the role of own deliberations while searching as part of the complex task and (c) the role of speed.

Using the Hyperlink Structure

All participants (with the exception of M77) started the simple task by directly opening a search engine and immediately entering a search term. They seldom adapted the query during their search. Thus, we first distinguish between search-engine-based strategies and strategies related to interlinked website visits. Participants using the latter approach wandered through the Web by following related, hyperlinked articles, moving between content pages without (re)using a search engine. The information environment guided the search process, a behavior often labeled «browsing» (Kellar, Watters, and Shepherd 2007).

Although browsing does not require any initial cognitive reflection, this strategy is still considered to be the «most difficult variant», as encountering relevant content is perceived to occur «only with a lot of luck» (F26). The interviews reveal that attitudes towards «browsing» differ strongly between those under 30 and those aged 57–77. Younger users consciously allow themselves to be guided from one page to another, especially when they address unspecific information needs. M21 and F26 reported that they prefer to start using «YouTube» or «Wikipedia» in order to «get a broad overview» and «somehow an idea of [the topic]». Both 16 years old reported using multi-thematic websites to begin their searches. Older participants, by contrast, rejected general browsing. They reported avoiding interlinked websites because they are «distracting» and lead to a «fragmented search» (M57, F60, M77). M77 also complained about «too many links» and expressed fear that by following these links, «you would then move in circles».

How does the use of interlinked website visits relate to solving an information task? Although F26 perceived it as difficult, she was still somewhat successful at collecting information in this undirected way – as were the other participants under age 30. By contrast, F60 demonstrated an unsuccessful trial of browsing even though she reported that she usually avoided this approach. Since she justified following a related article with task-unrelated criteria, she lost sight of the actual search goal (that is, collecting information about the advantages of organic food): «Healthy nutrition in the nursing home … since our mother-in-law was in a nursing home that is also a question» (F60).

Considering the tactics presented above, we conclude that younger users are more successful at browsing because they developed a goal-oriented version of it – the «strategy of heading». We define this as a top-down, goal-driven strategy mainly
based on the tactic of «task-oriented reception». This strategy involves repeatedly reflecting on the task when extracting information, immediately checking the usefulness of the information found, and including the new input into the evolving search. This strategy enables the searcher not only to benefit from the wealth of information on the Web, but also to manage it in a time- and resource-efficient manner. Assuming that interlinked websites provide further relevant information on the advantages of organic food, they did not have to return to a SERP or formulate a new search query, which would require more time and cognitive resources than simply following suggested links. Only young people in our sample displayed the disposition to «just browse» through an unstructured, sometimes overwhelming information environment and to work pragmatically with whatever one encounters – thus to use the Web for «berry picking».

Using One’s Own Capacities
While searching for the simple task mostly involved the immediate use of a search engine, a contrary approach to the «strategy of heading» was used to complete the complex task. With the exception of M21 and M57, the participants initially took time to think about the complex search. In these phases of no physical interactions (thinking without acting), M21, M53, and F65 summarized the task in their own words. Others explicitly broke it down into initial and target parameters, and concluded that «for this question [I] have to draw a model first» (M53; similar M21, M77). M53 also anticipated the estimated time required. M77 tried to remember sources and took notes on the necessary search steps on a sheet of paper. Based on these observations, some participants obviously applied a strategy of «initial planning», that is pre-planning and structuring the search by reflecting on the task requirements and anticipating the course of the search required to perform the complex task.

Phases without physically interacting with the computer not only occur at the beginning, but also at various points during the search. We find that these interruptions are associated with the tactics «summarizing», «using previous knowledge» and «formulating intermediate results», which help regulate the search process («strategy of refocusing»). Yet, some participants did not explicitly elaborate on the content at all (F16-2, M57, F60, and M74). Similar to the simple task, F26 again applied a strategy of using interlinked websites (in the undirected browsing version), but here this approach was revealed to be cumbersome: She used excessive mouse movements to search through various sub-pages. When asked by the interviewer what she hopes to find, she replied: «I don’t know» (F26). Not elaborating on the content and/or an unguided search process are obviously related to being unsuccessful, whereas initial planning or refocusing – and thus using one’s own cognitive capacities – are the most important ingredients of success for the complex task.
Slow(er), but self-reliant

In line with previous findings, this study reveals a difference in processing speed depending on age: The simple task requires discovering information in distributed structures; finding more than one environmental advantage is essential. Thus, time constraints influenced the simple more than the complex task. By setting the processing time for each participant in relation to his or her total number of search phases, we are able to include a time-related measure in our analysis. On average, younger users (< 30 years) spent 55 seconds per search phase for the simple task (compared to 1:14 minutes for older users). For the complex task, younger participants spent an average of 36 seconds within a single search phase, while older participants spent 59 seconds. Younger users made more frequent and faster changes between search phases. This gives them an advantage in processing a task that requires collecting information from different sources simply due to their higher processing speed (a result similar to that found by Karanam and van Oostendorp 2016). The three elders (> 60) were aware of their slower progress, but did not see this as a problem: «I was [...] a bit slow (...), that doesn’t bother me» (F60: 143) or: «Thank God it’s not time that matters here» (M74). However, M77 felt «a certain pressure of time, stress that caused me to collect first». In contrast, M53 and M57 did not regard time as a critical factor.

Thus, we cannot conclude that faster surfing automatically translates into greater literacy in Web searching. We found that immediately «diving into» the wealth of information is associated with basing the progress of the search on the guidance of the external resource – the «Web». In combination with meta-regulatory skills, the aforementioned «heading strategy» can emerge out of this approach. Without regulation, however, it can also cause the user to lose sight of the search goal or to be satisfied with the «first-best» solution. Even more important, there are questions that are too specific to find a whole and concrete answer in the Web. Cautiously interpreting our data in terms of age, older participants might tend to approach the Web more as an external knowledge repository that does not provide solutions, but helps them find the right information to solve the problem (M53, F60, M77). Some of the younger users, however, expect the Web to answer the question (F16-1, F16-2, F26). This tendency might become more prevalent as more and more platforms arise that pre-select, filter and recommend content to users.
Discussion and Conclusions

The Role of Age

Although searching the Web varies greatly between individuals, we used the analytical concept of tactics and strategies to identify similarities in information problem-solving using the Web. For a simple information collection task, using interlinked websites by applying a «strategy of heading» – a goal-oriented version of «just browsing» – is useful. This strategy was only used by younger participants (< 30); older subjects (53–77 years) tended to have concerns about what they regarded as random surfing (although some of them did «browse» as well). The simple task benefited from performing more search steps in a short amount of time, which gave younger participants an advantage. For the complex task, which involved locating specific information, there were no major differences in performance based on age. This task benefits most from pre-planning and interrupting the search to rely on previous knowledge or to elaborate on the information found – a strategy that some of the older participants (F65, M77) tended to use, while some younger users (F16-1, F16-2, F26) relied more on the results offered by the search engine. In our view, this indicates different perceptions of the value of technical systems like «the Web» as an external knowledge repository among people of different ages; they differ in their willingness to delegate information problems to the guidance of a technical authority. By this, we do not mean to imply that age is a direct influencing factor of searching behavior. However, age might still function as an indicator for these dispositions, leading to the development and application of different strategies, which might in turn affect search success. We therefore consider the individual’s willingness to delegate the task of «cognitive» reflection to the Web to be the underlying determinant. People’s attitude to using the Web might be as important as their cognitive or technical abilities in determining their level of information literacy.

Methodological Reflections

As observing media usage in a naturalistic environment is costly and nearly impossible for pragmatic reasons (Meyen 2011), we initiated the usage artificially by assigning tasks to participants. In addition to the limited external validity of this approach, it might also be associated with a fear of failure for the participants (Meyen 2011). However, most of the participants reported that the study setting inspired their ambitions. Furthermore, the interviews revealed that they took searching for the information seriously, although they perceived the tasks to be artificial. Internal validity is hence probably sufficiently fulfilled, but transferring the findings to other tasks is subject to reservation.
Another limitation that is not easy to resolve is how to investigate potential age effects without generating them by design. We addressed this concern by first deriving the tactics on an individual level, independent of age. We then investigated similarities between persons, resulting in indications of differences between those under 30 and those aged 53–77.

By focusing on other facets of Web searching than the three arguments presented above, different groups of comparison might have emerged. For example, there were similarities in the way M21, M53 and M77 structured their thinking that we could not elaborate on here due to limited space. In order to compare approaches to Web searching between different people, future studies should systematically collect media biographies instead of using just their age, and plan the analysis accordingly.

**Implications for Information Literacy Research and Teaching**

The definition of information literacy applied in this study originates from information behavior research; it has thus far received little attention within media pedagogy. However, this study demonstrated that it is worthwhile to consider a navigation and process perspective on information literacy, and to focus more on the interplay of cognitions and the information system’s characteristics. Since search success is highly dependent on cognitive reflection, information literacy manifests itself in the process of searching. Although we do not question the value of formulating media literacy principles in the sense of an aspiring standard in general, two main aspects should be considered in the future: (1) How can a transfer of these ideals to the dynamic and fast Web environment succeed? (2) How can we break down the aspiring information literacy standards to a level appropriate for everyday problems?

The identified “strategy of heading” could be such a starting point for teaching how to move through (and profit from) an unstructured but potentially rich information environment. This strategy could also stimulate an explicit reflection on the value of self-reliance in Web searching, and in turn address the risks that can arise from delegating informational tasks to recommender systems without conscious reflection. Either way, the aim will be to make some (presumably younger) people more aware of the act of using the Web, while others (presumably older) should be encouraged to dare to “just browse”. An intergenerational exchange on how different people approach Web searching (e.g. using the concept of mental models) might increase awareness of each other’s skills as well as one’s own shortcomings. Based on our findings, information literacy should above all teach meta-regulative skills that make it possible to assess the requirements of an information problem and to use one’s own reflections as well as the Web’s wealth of unstructured information.
Further Research

Further research should try to reconstruct the mental models of Web searching in the sense of active vs. passive guidance through an information environment using a broader sample. By including media biographies, possible reasons for this behavior might emerge as well as more sophisticated grouping variables than «age». Thus, future studies should define «age» as an indicator for mediating concepts like mental models, so that age-related characteristics of Web searching are taken into account but do not obscure characteristics that are independent of age.
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Appendix

**Description of Participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Professional Background</th>
<th>Internet Usage</th>
<th>Topical Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F16-1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>Student, grade 10</td>
<td>daily, «actually always»</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F16-2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>High School</td>
<td>Student, grade 11</td>
<td>daily, using smartphone and netbook</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>High School Graduation</td>
<td>Student Communication Science</td>
<td>daily, internet as main information source</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>High School Graduation</td>
<td>Student Sociology</td>
<td>daily, Internet for almost all purposes</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>University Degree</td>
<td>Land Surveyor</td>
<td>regularly, but not daily; «not that excessive»</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>University Degree</td>
<td>Construction Supervisor</td>
<td>quite regularly</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>University Degree</td>
<td>Researcher in Natural Sciences</td>
<td>regularly in work related settings</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>University Degree</td>
<td>Retired, former in the field of precision engineering</td>
<td>almost daily</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M74</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>University Degree</td>
<td>Retired, former an engineer</td>
<td>almost every second day; «I’m still learning»</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M77</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>University Degree</td>
<td>Retired, former in the field of protection and control technology</td>
<td>daily using a PC, but not the Internet; «first, bank transactions, second stock market data»</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'*' «strong interest»; '+' «some interest»; '?' «not discussed in interview»